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FORWARD‐LOOKING STATEMENTS
These remarks may contain forward‐looking statements relating to the Company’s operations or to its
business environment. Such statements are based on the Company’s operations, estimates, forecasts,
and projections, but are not guarantees of future performance and involve risks and uncertainties that
are difficult to predict or control. A number of factors could cause actual outcomes and results to differ
materially from those expressed. These factors include those set forth in the corporate filings.

Although any such forward‐looking statements are based upon what management believes to be
reasonable assumptions, the Company cannot guarantee that actual results will be consistent with
these forward‐looking statements. In addition, the Company disclaims any intention or obligation to
update or revise any forward‐looking statements, for any reason. We also do not commit in any way to
guarantee that we will continue reporting on items or issues that arise.

DISCLAIMER
Investors are cautioned that this presentation contains quoted historical exploration results. These are
derived from filed assessment reports and compiled from governmental databases. The Company and a
QP have not independently verified and make no representations as to the accuracy of historical
exploration results: these results should not be relied upon. Selected highlight results may not be
indicative of average grades. This presentation may contain information concerning mineral properties
in proximity or adjacent to the Company’s properties. Deposits, mineralization or historical results on
such nearby or adjacent properties is not necessarily indicative of mineralization or similar grades on
the Company’s properties.
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Presentation Outline
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Business Strategy and Corporate Objectives
The Scandium Market and its Significance
Market Dynamics: Critical to Québec
The Crater Lake Scandium‐Rare Earth Project
2021 Exploration and Development Activities
The Sc Value Chain ‐ Creating a Circular Economy
Imperial’s Investor Advantage
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Business Strategy and Investment Thesis
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Focused on development of its Crater Lake Scandium‐Rare Earth
property in northeastern Quebec
Pathway to near‐term sustainable cash generation
Specific focus on Critical Metal (scandium, rare earths) projects
showing low CapEx, OpEx and simple process recovery methods
Move downstream to deliver high‐margin scandium‐aluminum alloy
products for automotive, aerospace, defense and fuel cell sectors
Be the price disruptor in scandium to capture market share:
Consumers dictate the commodity price, not the stock market
Project located in Canada’s aluminum capital ‐ QUEBEC

www.imperialmgp.com
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About Scandium and Its Importance
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Hardener and strengthener of common aluminium alloys
Scandium‐aluminum alloys are heat and corrosion resistant
Used in lightweighting applications in the automotive, aerospace, fuel cell
and defense sectors
Reduces carbon footprint by making commercial aircraft and I.C.E.
vehicles lighter and more fuel efficient with lower emissions
In EVs, used in vehicle components to extend battery range, improve fuel
cell efficiency
Lack of a reliable supply (Russia, China) and unsustainable pricing (US$2,000‐$4,000/kg) has limited the market of this critical
aluminium alloy agent = $1,250/kg or less will drive consumption growth
Current annual production ~ 35 t of Sc2O3 : demand estimates as high as 1,800 t by 2035 (Bloomberg, 2018)

NOT A TRUE REFLECTION OF THE POTENTIAL MARKET
www.imperialmgp.com
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Publicly‐Trade Scandium Comparables
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Impacts of 0.4% Scandium Addition on Strength
(MPa)
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365

Automotive,
Aerospace,
Defense

Aerospace
Wing Surfaces

Modified After: Røyset, J. and Ryum, N., 2005, Scandium in Aluminium Alloys, Industrial Mineral Review, v.50‐1
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Innovation Driver – Stringent Emission Standards
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Benefits of ScAI Use
ScAI a critical innovator for lightweighting in auto manufacturing: spot welding material,
extruded chassis components, wheels, suspension components, EV motor housings,
crash structures.
Lightweighting of EV will be a cost‐effective contributor to extending battery range.
Lightweighting in combustion engines (I.C.E.) will improve fuel efficiency, reduce GHG.
Massive investments in EV development – i.e. Volkswagen, alone, $55 billion by 2025 for 70
new, all‐electric vehicles by 2030 (CNN, 2021).

“Dieselgate”

30‐42 million

1 million
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Sc‐Al Carbon Footprint Impacts on Air Travel
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Air travel accounts for 3% of Worldwide GHG:
at current trends, air travel emissions will triple
by 2050 (Intl. Civil Aviation Organization, 2018)
AIRBUS SA has patented Scalmalloy® for both welding of
aircraft structures and as AM (3D printing) powders as a
platform lightweighting product.
In use as welding versus rivets for assembly, this would
reduce weight by 20% and generate a $10‐$15 million NPV
fuel saving over aircraft operating life.
AIRBUS has moved Scalmalloy® use from the Lab to the
Production floor for the A320 neo (JAN 2020).
Boeing estimates that AM use would contribute to
lightweighting and reduce manufacturing costs by up to
$US3.0 million per aircraft*.
* ‐ Source: Scott, A., APR 2017, “Printed additive manufacturing parts expected to save millions in
Boeing Dreamliner costs”, Reuters.
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Important Potential Market – Offshore Wind Power

U.S. offshore wind potential is double current U.S. electric
energy consumption
80% of US population lives near coastal regions
Current platforms limited to a maximum water depth of 300 m :
power efficiency greater further out to sea
600 t

AlSc presents the needed qualities (High strength, weldability
and corrosion resistance) for floating offshore platforms
If 10% turbine head construction incorporates AlSc = ~6,500
Mt/yr of alloy for 20 years
CO2 Offsets from Wind
Generation 2008‐2030
(Mt )

Offshore Wind
Generation 2000‐
2050 (GWh)

Sources: U.S. DOE, “Overview of Floating Offshore Wind”: February 26, 2020; IEA – “Offshore Wind Generation in the Sustainable Development
Scenario, 2000‐2030”; “Global Energy Review 2020”, April 2020: IRENA, “The Future of Wind”, October 2019.
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Electric Wire + Sc‐Al Solution
AlSc wire is:

30% lighter and 80% lower cost
than copper: slightly less
conductive
1/3 the cost to wind/assemble
the electric rotor
Scandium would strengthen the
aluminum sufficiently for use in
wire as a replacement to copper
Recent studies find that 147.7M
electric motors will be needed for
EVs by 2023
EV “Skateboard” Chassis TAAS –Transport As A Service
Source: Dhulipati, H et al., 2019, “Investigation of Aluminum and Copper Wound PMSM for Direct Drive Electric Vehicle Application” in
Materials Science and Engineering #654

The EU views this application as
one of the most important for EV
development and growth

Hydro Quebec’s aging power infrastructure will need to be replaced with lighter weight
transmission materials = ScAl a potential solution
www.imperialmgp.com
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Advantage Québec – Aluminum Sector Support
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Competitive Fiscal Incentives
50% cash rebate per exploration dollar
expended
26% blended Provincial/Federal Mining
Tax rate
15‐Year tax holiday on downstream
processing capacity
24% refundable tax credit on plant
construction >$75 million
Lowest commercial electricity rates in
the western world ‐ $0.03‐$0.05/ KWh
Announced $90 million in financial
support for critical metal development
All figures in Canadian dollars, unless otherwise stated

90% of Canada’s “Green” Aluminium Is Produced in Quebec
www.imperialmgp.com
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Crater Lake Scandium‐REE Project, Québec
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Large surface scandium
resource inventory
Near Quebec’s aluminum
metal production/value‐
add product
Good road, rail, air and
hydroelectric capacity
Supported by Plan Nord
infrastructure program
New QC critical mineral
development fund
($90M)

www.imperialmgp.com
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Crater Lake Project: Border Beacon Airstrip
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Crater Lake Property Regional Geology
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Crater Lake SC‐NB exploration results
Crater Lake Scandium Niobium Project
Large Scandium and rare earth bearing alkali igneous
intrusive complex with numerous untested targets.

New targets from outcrop grab and channel sampling
and drilling returned 260 to 2,506 g/t Sc2O3 identified.

Consistent Scandium grades in diamond drilling in the
235 to 350 g/t (ppm) range over at least 250 metres in
strike length in the Boulder Zone.

A parallel niobium target showing grab assays of
between 0.20% and 1.42% Nb2O5 sits 250 m from the
scandium target. Additional grab grades up to 9.3%
Nb2O5 and 3,030 ppm Tantalum observed.

Mineralization related to a deeply‐rooted caldera
collapse ring‐dyke system, deposit depth implications.

www.imperialmgp.com
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Summer 2020 Exploration Results
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Next Steps: 2021 Definition Drilling on TG Zone
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The objective is to define a Sc‐REE
mineral resource of minimum of 10
Mt
A total of 14 drillholes for 2,084 m of
drilling completed over the northern
part (Lobe) of the target
43‐101 Resource report by June
Metallurgy is moving well towards
completion (MAY)
Will have the data to undertake a 43‐
101 PEA (JUL‐AUG)
Program Budget: $2.1 million

www.imperialmgp.com
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Plane light vs UV Light for Mineral Identification
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TG Zone Section 400 N
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TG Zone Section 450N
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Crater Lake Property ‐ TG Zone Drilling – 500N
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6.5 to 12.0 g/t Gold Equivalent
(Assume: $1,750/oz Au, $1,250/kg Sc2O3)
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Crater Lake Property ‐ TG Zone Drilling – 550N
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Crater Lake Project: Section 600N
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Crater Lake Summer 2021 Exploration Program
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Proposed Exploration Program:
An exploration diamond drill program on new Mag‐high Targets
Deep drilling of the TGZ to confirm grade and thickness increase
interpretation
A total of 2,000 m of drilling is proposed
Detailed prospecting program south of the STG Target
Collection and shipping of a 50 tonnes bulk sample of the
mineralization
Production of a Preliminary Economic Assessment (PEA)
LIDAR survey of the trace of the access road to “Border Beacon”
airstrip
Program Budget: $2.0 million
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Metallurgical Flowsheet Development
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Crater Lake mineralization is HIGHLY magnetic
Magnetic separation is effective in reducing the mass of gangue
minerals and recovery of payable metals
96% of scandium, and 74% of the total rare earths elements (TREE)
recovered into 48%‐63% mass of mineral concentrate for MET01 and
MET02 samples
Flotation showed very good recovery and mass rejection of gangue
minerals as well
XRT ore sorting conducted on 25 pieces rock samples showed very
promising results as a preconcentration step at coarser particle size

www.imperialmgp.com
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Metallurgical Flowsheet Development
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The Hydromet Program is focused on two digestion methods for
recovering Sc and TREE from the concentrate to PLS
A patentable hydromet method was developed under the program
The hydromet method showed good recovery of Sc at 84%‐87% for
MET02 and MET01 respectively, and 84% TREE recovery for both
samples
A Pyrometallurgical method similar to what is used in the titanium
industry is also being developed
The pyro method also looks quite promising and offers the opportunity
of producing PLS with extremely low impurity content, which simplifies
downstream circuits

www.imperialmgp.com
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Flowsheet Development: next steps
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The 100 kg of mineral concentrate will be campaigned through
hydromet digestion to generate bulk PLS
IX and SX technologies will be evaluated for recovering Sc in oxide
form as high grade Sc2O3 suitable for Al‐2%Sc master alloy production
TREE+Y will be recovered as a bulk rare earth concentrate suitable for
tolling through a REE separation plant

www.imperialmgp.com
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Creating a North American Scandium Supply Chain
Advance Project
Development of
the highest‐
grade,
sustainable
scandium
resource
Develop (5‐10 yrs)
Recycling Plan to
control scrap
quality/provenance
(Blockchain/Digital
Tagging)

Ensure Reliable,
Diversified
logistic supply
infrastructures

www.imperialmgp.com

Initiate Strategic
Material &
Platform R&D
Alliances to create
market “Pull”
(i.e. Rio Tinto)

Be the Price
Leader in high‐
value, next‐
generation alloys
to benefit global
industries
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Imperial Mining Investor Opportunity
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Advantages:
Large, high‐grade surface scandium and rare earth resource inventory
Small open pit mining footprint and environmental impact
Mineralization processed using simple metallurgy
Low overhead and projected expenses to deliver scandium below tipping
point for broader use ($1,250/kg USD)
Mining‐friendly jurisdiction (QC); strong relationship with local indigenous
communities
Strong management and Board with critical mineral deposit discovery and
development expertise
Undertaking GOV‐supported AlSc material R&D to enhance “Market Pull” for
new alloy materials for 3‐D printing (McMaster U research initiative)
US/China trade war and Chinese export restriction threats for Rare Earths and
Technology products to US defense contractors and its allies is driving support for
Domestic Supply Chains for these Critical Metals (COVID‐19).
www.imperialmgp.com
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Peter J. Cashin
Founder, President & CEO
E: pcashin@imperialmgp.com
T: (416) 587‐3220
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